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American Federation of Teachers Local 212 has issued the following statement on the closing of ITT Tech 

in Milwaukee. Local 212 represents faculty and academic staff at Milwaukee Area Technical College. 

ITT Tech has a long and sordid history of overpromising to students and under-delivering, often leaving 

students with huge debts, credits that don’t transfer, few marketable skills and broken dreams. 

Joriah Siemann’s experience is typical.  Siemann graduated from ITT in 2004 with an associate degree in 

computer networking and a $20,000 debt.  

After an entry exam, Siemann says, he felt pressured by ITT’s admissions representative to enroll on the 

spot. He acquiesced, not realizing he’d taken out $35,000 in loans to pay for his tuition. According to 

Siemann, ITT’s job-placement efforts were worthless. “They didn’t help me find a job at all,” Siemann 

says. “I’m kicking myself for going to ITT.” 

Or take Mai McCarthy, the first in her immigrant family to enroll in college, who wondered who Sally 

Mae was and why she was sending her letters after she enrolled in ITT, only to discover that she had 

agreed to tens of thousands of dollars in loans. She ultimately dropped out after realizing the education 

was inferior, but she was left on the hook for $15,000. 

Now thanks to strong enforcement action by the Department of Education, the Consumer Financial 

Protection Bureau, and investigations by more than twenty state attorney generals, no more students 

will be misled by this predatory institution. 

As Dr. Michael Rosen, President of AFT Local 212, noted, “The Obama Administration has shown it has 

learned from the collapse of Corinthian Colleges by putting in place safeguards to protect students and 

taxpayers.”   
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Rosen asserts that there’s more work to be done to prevent other for-profits from preying on 

unsuspecting students in the future and in addressing the real needs of ITT Tech students. Rosen 

explains that ITT’s closing protects future students from ITT’s predatory practices, “the Department of 

Education needs to go further and discharge the loans of current and past ITT students. “ 

“Local 212 is committed to ensuring that ITT Tech students are made whole so they can pursue their 

dreams at a qualified institution, like MATC. Not only will we continue advocating for comprehensive 

debt forgiveness for those defrauded, but we will be helping students directly through our student debt 

clinics,” Rosen says.  

Rosen also pointed out that the current administration in Madison has dropped the ball and failed to 

effectively regulate predatory institutions like ITT.  “Governor Walker promoted ITT to the general public 

in 2014,” Rosen explains, “rather than warning students they were being exploited by business that was 

gaming the federal financial aid system.”   

“Instead of simply wringing their hands about a skilled worker shortage, the Walker administration 

should increase funding to the technical college system that delivers real, marketable skills and 

aggressively regulate scam colleges like ITT, Corinthian and other predatory for-profits,” Rosen says. 

Local 212 is also working with partners to explore opportunities to provide free legal services to 

students in need and additional supports to current and former ITT Tech students. 

 

# # # # 

Local 212 represents faculty and academic staff at Milwaukee Area Technical College. 


